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Abstract 

Machine-to-Machine technology has been intensively researched recently which is 

believed to take the role of leading ICT industry development. Wireless Sensor 

Networks provide solution to integrate numerous numbers of machines who require 

features include low power, low cost, and flexible, which can be fulfilled by applying 

Zigbee technique.  

This thesis devotes an effort into Wireless Sensor Network development that a Multi- 

Tag System operating on 2.4-GHz wireless network is developed. A theoretical study 

about ZigBee protocol and its bottom layers IEEE 802.15.4 standard is provided to lay 

a foundation of the design work. The thesis also includes a practical usage of low cost 

TI CC2530 Systom-on-Chip, together with the illustration of software development 

inside the chip. The design work provides GUI Platform for users to register 

themselves into the network and central monitoring platform to track all users within 

the area. Both GUI platforms are developed based on VB IDE. 

The Multi-Tag Access System is suitable for attendee control functionality in big-scale 

conference, events, and lecture, which is also a prototype expecting more 

functionality to be added in the future. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

“Machines will never go completely on their own way, but they will become more 

aware of other machines. To survive in the Darwinian marketplace, their 

designers must recognize that these machines inhabit an environment of other 

machines. They gather a history together, and in the manufactured ecology of 

the future, they will have to share what they know. [1]” 

--Kevin Kelly 

 

1.1 Background 

20 years ago, Kevin Kelly has already made prophesy that machines will evolve 

themselves and self-organize into social system as the biological evolution, which 

perfectly matches highly researched technology— Internet of Things (IoT) nowadays. 

In order to support the rapidly developing Information and communications technology 

(ICT) and the wider universe of IoT, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) connection 

technologies have been actively researched since recent years.  

As shown in Figure 1 below, these days the devices used in the “last 100 meters” are 

typically not connected. The wide-area network is to a larger extent connected e.g. 

through smart phones, home routers (e.g. ADSL routers) and GSM/ 3G/ 4G Routers. 

Based on GSMA Intelligence research, it shows that at the current rate of trajectory, 

global cellular M2M connections will reach close to one billion by 2020, growing at 25% 

per year (CAGR) over the period 2015 to 2020 [2].  Short range wireless 

technologies will play an important role in M2M solutions where small devices (such 

as various sensors) are connected to services on a wide-area Internet network.  

   

Figure 1 The “last 100 meters” represents >90 % of the potential number of connections [3]. 
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Wireless sensor networking (WSN) is playing an integral part of the M2M and 

Internet-of-Things current and future success, according to a recent report from ON 

World, a leading global business intelligence company. Especially the creation of low 

power wireless sensor networks (LP-WSN), it is helping people to collect large scales 

of data, also relief critical problems like network coverage and power shortage. To 

support the realization of wireless sensor networks, there are several different short 

range wireless technologies like NFC, 82.15.4, IRDA, Classic Bluetooth, Bluetooth 

Low Energy, Wireless LAN etc. 802.15.4 has a main advantage in its range since 

many 802.15.4 based technologies (e.g. ZigBee, WirelessHART, and IETF 6lowPAN) 

support mesh whereby coverage can be extended by using routers [3]. 

Texas Instrument (TI) Electronics Company takes the leadership in WSN solutions 

and development, for example, they provide solutions for smart grid, smart home, 

healthcare, and etc. To support the SoC development, TI provides ZigBee protocol 

stacks for WSN design that Z-stack software tool fully complies with ZigBee Standard. 

It is one of the most used high-level communication protocols for LP-WSNs built upon 

IEEE 802.15.4 standard. As the only open, global wireless standard, ZigBee is called 

“the foundation for the IOT” [4]. Also, it follows the OSI (Opern System Interconnection) 

layer model provided by ISO that in a ZigBee network. The lower layers of ZigBee 

protocol, physical layer and MAC layer, are defined by IEEE 802.15.4, and the higher 

layers from network layer are defined by ZigBee standard.  

The 2.4-GHz ISM RF radio is the most wide used technique in both commercial and 

industrial infrastructures, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee. Systems using 

2.4-GHz radio for communication and navigation benefit long operation coverage, 

comparably high data rate and existing infrastructures.  

1.2 Motivation 

A Multi-Tag Access System operating on 2.4-GHz band wireless network is designed 

in this thesis work, with the motivation of the booming M2M technology, also to 

receive a better comprehension of wireless sensor network. Follow the low power, low 

data rate, and low cost requirement of WSNs, the system is established based on the 

knowledge from IEEE 802.15.4 standard and ZigBee technique. Moreover, software 

tool Z-Stack and hardware System-on-Chip (SoC) CC2530 from TI is used to build up 

the WSN. Therefore, this thesis work also contributes to a full study of ZigBee protocol, 

and a performance evaluation of ZigBee technology in real scenario application.   

1.3 Contribution  

The Multi-Tag Access system is target to scenarios like large-scale conferences, 

lectures, or events which happen in hundred-meter squares venues with its attendee 

control functionality. When attendees register and enter the venue, each of them 

needs to login by inputting personal information into a portable Tag (CC2530 end 

device) and bring with them. There is central controller which can keep records of all 

attendees who have registered and report weather they are in the guest list or not. 
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The central controller communicates with all Tags through a serial connected CC2530 

coordinato. The message transmissions between Tags and coordinator are carried 

out through ZigBee 2.4-GHz wireless communication. Moreover, by tracking with all 

portable end devices the central controller can also notice on its GUI screen which 

attendee is staying and which one is leaving. The application scenario for the 

Multi-Tag Access System can be plotted as Figure 2. 

 

 

The features of the Multi-Tag Access System can be concluded as follows: 

Tags: 

 Support user information registration through serial communication with login 

GUI 

 Portable devices which can be carried by users 

 Low cost and low power consumption 

Central controller: 

 Maintain a local Database of user information 

 Connect to a CC2530 coordinator to communicate with all CC2530 Tags  

 Authenticate and display the registration information from Tags 

 Track all the attendees’ presence within the network area and display results 

on a monitor GUI 

Figure 2 Multi-Tag Access System application scenario 

Login 

Central 

Controller 

Tag ZigBee Communication Serial Communication Coordinator 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

Following the general introduction given above, the theoretical background 

knowledge of IEEE 802.15.4 standard, ZigBee protocol, and CC2530 SoC is 

described in Chapter 2, to lay a fundamental understanding for the rest of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 introduces the development methodologies of the thesis designed 

application which include hardware environment, software development environment, 

and software tool Z-Stack. Chapter 4 describes the detail design of the application, 

and Chapter 5 displays the field test and application result of the designed system. 

Finally, a conclusion is given in Chapter 6 with suggestions regarding the future work 

to make the application widely used in the upcoming M2M age.  
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Chapter 2 State-of-the-Art 

In this section, the theoretical knowledge will be presented to better understand the 

Multi-Tag Access System application. Firstly, this section will introduce the 

architecture of the designed system, and based on the structure it will describe IEEE 

802.15.4 standard and ZigBee technique. After that, the background knowledge about 

hardware – CC2530 System-on-Chip will be provided. 

2.1 System Architecture 

The architecture of Multi-Tag Access System is built upon the 5-layer ZigBee protocol 

architecture. It is IEEE 802.15.4 Task Group and the ZigBee Alliance who have 

developed a complete communication protocol stack for low-rate wireless personal 

area networks (LR-WPANs). Ally with the OSI reference model, and combined with 

the characters from WSNs, ZigBee protocol can be described as a five-layer stack, 

which is illustrated in Figure 3. The major work of this thesis project is focusing on the 

top layer- application layer design. 

 

Figure 3 ZigBee protocol stack structure [5] 

As it shows above, the five layers can be divided into two parts: PHY layer and MAC 

layer defined in IEEE 802.15.4; Network layer (NWK), Application Support Sub-layer 

(APS), and Application layer (APL) defined in ZigBee protocol. Each layer performs a 

specific set of services for the layer above, and different layers communicate to each 

other through Service Access Points (SAPs).This architecture has its benefit of “future 
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proof” that from time to time, changes of some parts from the network protocol may 

needed to improve the performance. A layered network structure has its advantage 

that it makes the change easier because modifications will only be needed in the 

correspondent layer. More details of each layer will be given in the following sections 

while explaining IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee protocol.  

2.2 A comparison of WSN protocols 

Nowadays there are several wireless communication standards that are supporting 

the build of WSNs. Four of the most used ones are: Bluetooth, UWB, ZigBee, and 

Wi-Fi, and each of them is based on an IEEE standard.  Table 1 summarizes the 

major differences among the four protocols. 

Table 1 COMPARISON OF THE BLUETOOTH, UWB, ZIGBEE, AND WI-FI PROTOCOLS [6] 

Standard Bluetooth UWB ZigBee Wi-Fi 

IEEE spec. 802.15.1 802.15.3a  802.15.4 802.1 1a/b/g 

Frequency 
band 

2.4 GHz 3.1-10.6 GHz 
868/915 MHz; 
2.4 -GHz 

2.4 GHz; 5 GHz 

Max signal rate 1 Mb/s 1 10 Mb/s 250 Kb/s 54 Mb/s 

Nominal range 10m 10 m 10 - 100 m 100 m 

Nominal TX 
power 

0 - 10 dBm -41.3 dBm/MHz (-25) - 0 dBm 15 - 20 dBm 

Number of RF 
channels 

79 (1-15) 1/10; 16 14 (2.4 GHz) 

Channel 
bandwidth 

1 MHz 500 MHz - 7.5 GHz 
0.3/0.6 MHz; 2 
MHz 

22 MHz 

Modulation 
type 

GFSK BPSK, QPSK 
BPSK (+ ASK), 
O-QPSK 

BPSK, QPSK,  
COFDM, CCK, 
M-QAM 

Spreading FHSS 
DS-UWB, 
MB-OFDM 

DSSS DSSS, CCK, OFDM 

Coexistence 
mechanism 

Adaptive freq. 
hopping 

Adaptive freq. 
hopping 

Dynamic freq. 
selection 

Dynamic freq. 
selection, 
transmit power 
control 
(802.1 1 h) 

Basic cell Piconet Piconet Star BSS 

Extension of 
the basic cell 

Scatternet Peer-to-peer Tree, Mesh ESS 

Max number of 
cell nodes 

8 8 > 65000 2007 

Encryption EQ stream cipher 
AES block cipher 
(CTR, counter 
mode) 

AES block 
cipher 
(CTR, counter 
mode) 

RC4 stream cipher 
(WEP), 
AES block cipher 

Authentication Shared secret CBC-MAC (CCM) 
CBC-MAC (ext. 
of CCM) 

WPA2 (802.11i) 

Data 
protection 

16-bit CRC 32-bit CRC 16-bit CRC 32-bit CRC 
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In Table 1, based on the data throughput, communication range, application field of 

each protocol can be summarized as follows: 

 Bluetooth over IEEE 802.15.1 is based on a wireless radio system designed for 

short-range and cheap devices to replace cable connection between computer 

peripherals. The typical applications are Bluetooth mice, keyboard, and small 

amont of data transmission between two mobile phones. 

 UWB over IEEE 802.15.3 as recently hotly studied as an indoor short-range 

high-speed wireless communication solution, for example, audio and video 

delivery in home network. 

 ZigBee over IEEE 802.15.4 provides solutions for LR-WPAM for simple devices 

that consume minimal power and typically operate in the personal operating 

space. It is widely applied in low cost WSNs built from battery power devices. 

 Wi-Fi over IEEE 802.11.1/b/g is mostly applied within wireless local area 

networks (WLAN) which allows users to surf the Internet at broadband speeds by 

connecting to access points (AP). 

Among the above four standards, Zigbee, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi are working on 

2.4-GHz ISM free charged band.  

Therefore, as conclusion, Zigbee technique is most suitable for short-rang low 

throughput battery saving WSNs where requires less control signals and less memory, 

for example, smart home, health care automation, and automatic meter reading for 

smart grid. 

2.3 IEEE 802.15.4 Standard 

2.3.1 Overview 

802.15.4 Protocol is an IEEE standard with a purpose of enabling low-cost, low-power 

communications within LR-WPANs. IEEE 802.15.4 intends to define the lower 

network layers, physical layer (PHY) and media access control layer (MAC), which is 

the base of significant specifications like ZigBee, ISA100.11a, and WirelessHART.  

This chapter gives a general description of IEEE 802.18.4 [7], and gives more 

attention on PHY layer and MAC layer functional descriptions relate to the Multi-Tag 

Access System design.  

2.3.2 Operation Mode 

IEEE 802.15.4 can offer two different device operation modes: full-function device 

(FFD) and reduced-function device (RFD). An FFD can operate as a personal network 

(PAN) coordinator or a coordinator. A WPAN should include at least one FFD and it is 

supposed to be the PAN coordinator. An RFD is a device without coordinator 

functionalities, as it is intended for exceedingly simple applications. FFDs can talk 

both with FFDs and RFDs, while RFDs can only talk with FFDs. 

In this thesis work, the central controller connected CC2530 is configured as FFD and 
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the Tags are configured as RFDs. 

2.3.3  Network Topology  

IEEE 802.15.4 support to build up two types of network topologies based on 

application requirement: the star topology or the peer-to-peer topology. Only one PAN 

coordinator is allowed in both types of network, which can initiate, terminate, or route 

communication between independent networks. Each independent network has a 

unique identifier, which allows devices using short addresses to communicate to each 

within the network. 

 

 

Figure 4 Star topology and Peer-to-Peer topology [7] 

As illustrated in Figure 4, in a Star topology, devices are only able to talk with PAN 

coordinator. Differ from it, in a Peer-to-Peer topology (Mesh); each device is capable 

of communicating with any other devices, as long as they are within its 

communication range. Peer-to-peer network topology is powerful in complicated 

systems where networks require more coverage area, while star network topology 

can perform with less latency and more efficiency in comparably simple system which 

is highly reliable on the center node.  

2.3.4 Architecture 

Layers are defined in IEEE 802.15.4 architecture that one LR-WPAN device must 

contains at least one PHY sub layer and one MAC sub layer. Each layer provides 

services to upper layers. The details of PHY and MAC layers will be explained in the 

following part. The architecture can be illustrated as Figure 5, in which the upper 

layers consist of a network layer and an application layer. In this paper work, the 

upper layers design is included that network contraction, management, IP routing and 

application functionalities will be provided. 
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Figure 5 Layers in a LR-WPAN device [7] 

2.3.5 PHY Layer Specification 

The PHY provides an interface between the MAC layer and the physical radio 

channels by offering two services: the PHY data service and the PHY management 

service. Different types of PHYs have been defined in IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, 

including O-QPSK PHY, BPSK PHY, ASK PHY, CSS PHY, UWB PHY, MPSK PHY, 

and GFSK PHY. O-QPSK PHY is selected in this application design, as it is frequently 

used in many design works. Also, O-QPSK PHY works on 2.4G HZ frequency band, 

free charged band, which is hotly used in countless M2M devices. 

To support the application design explained in this paper, PHY will provide the 

following functionalities: 

• Activation and deactivation of the radio transceiver 

• Energy detection (ED) within the current channel 

• Link quality indicator (LQI) for received packets 

• Clear channel assessment (CCA) for carrier sense multiple access with collision 

avoidance 

(CSMA-CA) 

• Channel frequency selection 

• Data transmission and reception 

The modulation and spreading format used by O-QPSK PHY can be summarized as  

Table 2: 
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Table 2 Frequency bands and data rates [7] 

PHY 

(MHz) 

Frequency 

band (MHz) 

Spreading parameters Data parameters 

Chip rate 

(kchip/s) 
Modulation 

Bit rate 

(kb/s) 

Symbol rate 

(ksymbol/s) 
Symbols 

2450 

DSSS 
2400–2483.5 2000 O-QPSK 250 62.5 

16-ary 

Orthogonal 

16 channels are available in the 2450 MHz band, and the center frequency of these 

channels is defined as follows: 

fc = 2405 + 5 (k - 11) in megahertz, for k = 11, 12, …, 26 

where k is the channel number. 

For O-QPSK PHY packets, the PHY protocol data unit (PPDU) packet format follows 

specific definition. An O-QPSK PPDU follows the format shown as Figure 6. To know 

more details, please refer to Chapter 10 O-QPSK PHY in IEEE 802.15.4 standard. 

Also, the detailed specification of encoding and modulation are not the focus of this 

paper. 

 

Figure 6 Format of O-QPSK PPDU [7] 

2.3.6 MAC Layer Specification 

The MAC sub layer provides two services: the MAC data service and the MAC 

management service. The MAC data service enables the transmission and reception 

of MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) across the PHY data service. MAC management 

service offers interface to the MAC sub layer management entity (MLME) service 

access point (SAP) (known as MLMESAP). 

To handle all the tasks from PHY layer and to support the application design, MAC 

layer provides functionalities as follows: 

• Network beacons can be generated if the device is a coordinator 

• Network synchronization with/without network beacons 

• Supporting PAN association and disassociation 

• Provide security mechanism within communications 
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• Employing the CSMA-CA mechanism for channel access 

•• Providing a reliable link between two peer MAC entities 

2.3.7 CSMA-CA Mechanism 

The CSMA-CA algorithm is a key technique in IEEE 802.15.4 because it is applied 

before all transmissions of data or MAC command frames. Based on the application 

design, periodic beacons are not used in the network synchronization that the MAC 

sub layer shall transmit using the unslotted CSMA-CA algorithm. Otherwise, in 

beacon enabled PANs, slotted CSMA-CA algorithm shall be applied. The algorithm is 

implemented using units of time called back off periods, where one backoff period 

shall be equal to aUnitBackoffPeriod. The backoff periods of unslotted CSMA-CA is 

one device is not related in time to the backoff periods of any other device in the PAN. 

The CSMA-CA transmissions are controlled by three variables: NB, CW, and BE. NB 

is the number of times the device required to wait and back off while attempting the 

current transmission, and NB should be set to zero for initiating each new 

transmission attempt. CW is the contention window length, which is not required for 

unslottted CSMA-CA. BE is the backoff exponent which decides the number of 

backoff periods a device shall wait for the attempted transmission, and it shall be set 

to the value macMinBE in the initiation. The process of unslotted CSMA-CA can be 

illustrated as Figure 7 shows as follows. 
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2.3.8 Polling Mechanism 

For PANs not supporting beacons ((macBeaconOrder = 15)), synchronization is 

performed by devices polling the coordinator for data. A device is instructed to poll the 

coordinator when the MLME receives the MLME-POLL.request primitive. On receipt 

of this service primitive, the MLME shall follow the procedure for extracting pending 

data from the coordinator, which can be described by Figure 8 in below. 

Unslotted 

CSMA-CA 

NB = 0 

BE = macMinBE 

Delay for random 

(2BE-1) unit backoff 

periods 

Perform CCA 

Channel idle 

NB = NB+1 

BE=min(BE+2,macMaxBE) 

NB> 

macMaxCSMABac

koffs 

Failure Success 

Y 

N 

N 

Y 

Figure 7 Unslotted CSMA-CA mechanism 
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Figure 8 Message sequence chart for requesting pending data from the coordinator [7] 

In Figure 8, a poll request is issued from the higher layer to the MLME, which then 

sends a data request command to the coordinator. In the corresponding 

acknowledgment, the Frame Pending (FP) field is set to one and the MLME enables 

the receiver in device to receive the data frame from the coordinator. After receiving 

this data frame, the MLME issues a poll request confirmation followed by a data 

indication containing the received data frame. 

In this case, based on the security setting for the data request command, the MLME 

shall follows the SecurityLevel, KeyIdMode, KeySource, and KeyIndex parameters of 

the MLME-POLL.request primitive. Also, when the data request command is triggered 

by the reception of an MLME-POLL.request primitive from the higher layer, the 

destination addressing information shall be the same as that contained in the 

primitive.  

2.4 ZigBee Technique 

2.4.1 Features of ZigBee 

ZigBee Alliance has developed ZigBee protocol [8] with aims of providing platform to 

very low-cost, low-power-consumption, two-way wireless communication. Based on 

ZigBee specification, the protocol features can be concluded as follows: 

 Global operation in the 2.4-GHz frequency band according to IEEE 802.15.4 

 Frequency agile solution operating over 16 channels in the 2.4-GHz frequency 

 Support for multiple network topologies such as point-to-point, 

point-to-multipoint (star topology) and mesh networks (peer-to-peer topology) 

 Low duty cycle – provides power-saving mechanism  

 Low latency 
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 Less interference with support Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 

technique 

 Up to 65,000 nodes per network, and per coordinator/router can manage up to 

240 sub nodes [9] 

 128-bit AES encryption for secure data connections 

 Collision avoidance, retries and acknowledgements 

2.4.2 ZigBee Network Topology 

Built upon IEEE 802.15.4, and with more specifications of NWK from ZigBee protocol, 

ZigBee networks composed of three types of devices: ZigBee Coordinator (ZC), 

ZigBee Routers (ZR) and ZigBee End Devices (ZED). Coordinators control the 

network formation and network security issues. Routers can extend the scale of 

networks. End devices perform specific sensing or control functions based on the 

WSN application design. Manufacturers often create devices that perform multiple 

functions, for instance, a device controls an alarm sensor, while also routing 

messages to the rest of the network.  

Built upon IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee standard supports multiple network topologies: Star 

topology, mesh topology, and tree topology. The Multi-Tag Access System applies 

Star topology as the network topology with its purpose of simplicity and efficiency. The 

introductions of three network topologies are given in below together with the 

illustration of three topologies in Figure 9 [10]. 

Star topology: A Pan coordinator is connected by a group of devices (end devices or 

routers). Devices cannot talk to each but talking with the coordinator. Star topology 

gives features include low latency, central controlled, and simplicity, which is more 

applicable in home automation, games, health care and etc.  

Mesh topology: In contract to star topology, any devices can communicate to any 

other devices in a mesh network. A mesh network can be ad hot, self-organizing, and 

flexible, which is suitable for applications like industrial control, monitoring, and WSNs. 

However, multipath routing feature gives a tradeoff between reliability and latency 

[11].   

Tree topology: Coordinator initializes and forms the root in a tree network where end 

devices are leaf nodes and intermediate nodes are routers. Tree topology is less 

reliable compare to mesh topology as direct communication only occur between a 

child node and its parent that it provides only one path to pass a message [11].  
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Figure 9 ZigBee network topologies [10] 

From another scope, the devices are divided into two classes with different 

functionalities, so as to be more efficiently fit in different scenarios: 

Full function device (FFD) 

 Any topology 

 PAN coordinator/router capable 

 Communicate with any other device 

 Implements complete protocol set 

Reduced function device (RFD) 

 Limited to certain topologies 

 Cannot become a PAN coordinator 

 Communicate only with a network coordinator or router 

 Very simple implementation 

 Reduced protocol set 

When ZigBee Alliance introducing the updated ZigBee specification, an example 

network in a smart home is that the FFD coordinator may be a home theater control 

system with advanced support for lighting and security. Devices such as light fixtures, 

thermostats and air conditioners could be configured as routing devices. Simple RFD 
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devices such as light switches and security sensors could be end devices [4].  

In this thesis work it creates another example for Zigbee application. In Figure 10 

illustrates the Multi-Tag Access System ZigBee network topology which creates a 

control Star topology network. In this network, the Central controller connected 

CC2530 SoC is configured as a PAN FFD Zigbee Coordinator for control and central 

communicator purpose with all Tags. All the Tags in the PAN are configured as RFD 

ZigBee End Devices which carrie each user’s information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 ZigBee network topology of Multi-Tag Access System 

2.4.3 ZigBee Protocol Stack 

ZigBee protocol defines a series of commutation standards that network devices have 

to follow the standard to precede data transmission and reception. ZigBee protocol 

stack realize the practical application of ZigBee standard by providing programmable 

function libraries. ZigBee protocol contains two parts: PHY and MAC layers defined by 

IEEE 802.15.4; NWK, APS and APL layers defined by ZigBee. Therefore, ZigBee 

protocol stack provide a platform to integrate all layers together and provide 

application APIs for users. 

The fundamental purpose for using ZigBee protocol stack is to simplify the ZigBee 

networks development process. Instead of putting more efforts on studying 

complicated ZigBee protocol stack, it provide an easier way that users only need to 

develop on APL layer with C language. Moreover, it also make it more convenient for 

the data collection in ZigBee WSNs that users only need to add sensor reading 

Central 
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functions in APL. 

Therefore, users using ZigBee protocol stack for application development are not 

required to have detailed ZigBee protocol knowledge. Only one key problem is 

needed to be solved: Where the application data comes and goes. 

One of the most used versions is ZigBee 2007 that TI Company has already 

developed SoC CC2530 chip which completely compatible with the protocol [12]. In 

the meanwhile, they also provide software protocol stack Z-Stack that developers can 

use it to build up different WSNs. 

2.4.4 ZigBee Network Formation 

In this thesis work, ZigBee Network Formation takes the first critical step of the entire 

ZigBee communication. In a ZigBee WSN, only the coordinator is capable of 

establishing a network. PAN Network initialization involves the following steps: 

1. Search for a Channel 

First of all, the developer needs to define one coordinator for the network. In this 

project, the central controller connected ZigBee device is defined as the coordinator. 

Then the coordinator starts searching for a suitable radio channel, which includes two 

phases. The first one is energy scan that channels contain more energy compare to 

the threshold will be abandoned. The second one is active scan that devices actively 

scan channels by receiving beacons from the coordinator. By this search, the 

coordinator can find the most suitable channel where least other ZigBee networks exit 

in this channel, even none. Z-Stack provides such automatic channel selection at the 

network initiation phase on purpose of avoiding interference between radio 

communications [5]. 

2. Assign PAN ID 

After the coordinator starts the network, it assigns a PAN ID to the network. The PAN 

ID can be pre-determined, or can be obtained dynamically by detecting other 

networks operating in the same frequency channel and choosing a PAN ID that does 

not conflict with theirs. At this phase, the coordinator also assigns a network short 

address to itself. Usually, this is the address 0x0000, which is also applied in this 

project. 

3. Start the Network 

Finally, the coordinator then finishes configuring itself and starts itself in coordinator 

mode. It is then ready to respond to queries from other devices that wish to join the 

network.The PAN network formation processes can be formalized as Figure 11 shows 

as follows [13]. 
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Figure 11 PAN formation process [13] 

2.4.5 Network Join 

Once the network has been created by the coordinator, it is available for other ZigBee 

devices to join. In other words, the Tags in the designed system will attempt to join the 

ZigBee network. To access the network, network discovery need to be carried out at 

the first phase. When a network discovery requested is sent out from application level, 

it will be passed to MAC layer and call the active scan service. The MAC layer of ZED 

broadcast a beacon request and will wait for others to answer. The responding 

beacon contains coordinator and ZigBee network information such as PAN ID, source 

address, amount of routers and end devices allowed to join, and etc. After all of the 

beacons are received the application layer will decide which network to join based on 

certain criteria. 

To allow a device join the network is a two way process needs to be operated on both 

end device side and coordinator side. The application layer on the end device side will 

send out a network join request which will call the association service on MAC layer. 

The MAC layer issues an association request to the coordinator and wait for a 

response. When the MAC association request arrives at the coordinator, it will add the 

device to its neighbor table and allow it to join by sending out the response if it does 

not already exist in the table. The end device receives the response and passes it up 

to the network layer via MAC’s association response. Finally, the network join 

confirmation will be sent up to application layer and inform the join status. If the join 

status is unsuccessful, the end device will try another coordinator in another network 

from the neighbor table by following the same process [14].The PAN network Join 

processes can be formalized as Figure 12 shows as follows [13]. 
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Figure 12 PAN discovery/join process [13] 

2.5 CC2530 System-on-Chip  

2.5.1 General Description 

The CC2530 is a SoC solution for IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee applications. It enables 

WSN to be built with very low total bill-of-material costs. The CC2530 combines the 

excellent performance of a leading RF transceiver with an industry-standard 

enhanced 8051 MCU, in-system programmable flash memory, 8-KB RAM, and many 

other powerful features. The CC2530F32 /64/128/256 has 32 /64/128/256 KB of flash 

memory. The CC2530 can operate in various operating modes, which makes it highly 

suited for systems where ultralow power consumption is required. Also, short 

transition times between operating modes further ensure low energy consumption. 

If purchase 100 items of CC2530F128 with 128 KB of flash memory, it costs only 5.95 

USD for each item. 

Combined with Z-Stack, which fully complies with the industry-leading and 

golden-unit-status ZigBee protocol, the CC2530 provides a robust and complete 

ZigBee solution [15]. 

The Figure 13 in bellow shows the different building blocks of CC2530, and each 

block will be introduced briefly in the following part 
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Figure 13 CC2530 block diagram [16] 
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2.5.2 CC2530 Blocks  

CPU and Memory 

The single-cycle 8051 CPU core has three different memory access buses: Special 

Function Register (SFR), DATA, and CORE/XDATA. Besides, a debug interface and 

an extended interrupt unit are also included. Served by the interrupt controller, the 

interrupt unit is composed of 18 sources and is divided into six groups. Four priorities 

are controlling different groups. 

For the memory access and control, the memory arbiter connects the CPU and DMA 

controller with the physical memories and all peripherals through the SFR bus. It is in 

charge of performing arbitration and sequencing while simultaneous memory 

accesses occur to the same physical memory. Static random-access memory (SRAM) 

maps to DATA and to parts of XDATA while retains its contents in all power modes. 

For the program code and constants, it is retained in flash block that maps into CODE 

and XDATA memory. Flash maintains non-volatile memory that saved data is still 

available after restarting the device. 

Power Management and Clock 

To allow low-power feature, devices operates on five power modes: active mode, idle 

mode, PM1, PM2, and PM3, where the later three are also referred to as sleep modes. 

Each mode needs to combine with specific voltage regulator and oscillator options, 

which is shown in Table 3 as follows. Active mode is the fully functional mode, and 

PM3 is the lowest power consumption mood. Idle mode is same to active mode, 

except that CPU core stops running. In PM1 and PM2 modes, a system can switch to 

active by reset, and external interrupt, or when the Sleep Timer expires. In PM3 mode, 

the system needs a reset or an external interrupt to switch to active mood. 

Table 3 Power modes 

Power Mode High-Frequency Oscillator Low-Frequency Oscillator 

Voltage 

Regulator 

(Digital) 

Configuration 
A 32-MHz XOSC C 32-kHz XOSC 

  - 
B 16-MHz RCOSC D 32-kHz RCOSC 

Active / idle 

mode 
A or B C or D On 

PM1 None C or D On 

PM2 None C or D Off 

PM3 None None Off 

Each device has a system clock, or main clock, whose source is from an oscillator, 

which can be either the 16-MHz RC oscillator or the 32-MHz crystal oscillator. There 

are also two low-frequency oscillators that are 32-KHz crystal oscillator and 32-KHz 

RC oscillator. 
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The choice of oscillator is a trade-off between high accuracy and low power 

consumption that crystal oscillator consumes more power compare to RC oscillator. 

Using different oscillator according to different situations can realize the best purpose 

of it. For Example, in some cases the 32-MHz crystal oscillator spend comparably 

longer start-up that device can run on the 16-MHz RC oscillator before the crystal 

oscillator is stable. Besides, as RF transceiver operating in high accuracy, only 

32-MHz crystal oscillator is allowed in this case. 

For the two 32-KHz oscillators, they are the sources for the 32-KHz clock and they 

cannot operate simultaneously. The operating oscillator derives the Sleep Timer, 

generates the tick for the Watchdag timer, and is used in Timer 2 to calculate the 

sleep time of Sleep Timer. 

Timers 

Timer 1: It works as an independent 16-bit timer which supports timer/counter 

functions such as input capture, output compare, and PWM functions. The timer has 

five independent capture/compare channels and uses one I/O pin for each channel. 

The timer is used for a wide range of control and measurement applications, and the 

availability of up/down count mode with five channels allows.  

Timer 2 (MAC Timer): It mainly works on IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer for timekeeping 

and provides timing for CSMA-CA algorithms. 

Timer 3/ 4: Timer 3 and Timer 4 are 8-bit timers with timer/counter/PWM functionality. 

Each timer has two independent capture/compare channels, and each using one I/O 

pin per channel.  

Sleep Timer: It can both be used to set the period of the system enters and exits 

low-power mode PM1/PM2, or to maintain timing in Timer 2 when system enter the 

low-power mode PM1/PM2. 

Watchdog Timer (WDT): WDT works as a recovery method in situations where the 

CPU may go through a software trouble. It is intended to ensure the high reliability of 

application by resets the system when software fails to clear the WDT within a certain 

time. 

Peripherals 

CC2530 provides many peripherals for different application design purposes. Each 

form of peripheral which is high relevant to the system designed in the paper is listed 

as follows with briefly introduction. 

Debug interface: Enable developers to perform in-circuit debugging and to program 

the flash memory. By cooperating with flash controller, developers can write and erase 

the flash memory. 

I/O ports:  There are 21 I/O pins which can be configured as general-purpose I/O or 

as peripheral I/O. If they are configured as general-purpose I/O, the pins are 

organized as three ports: Port 0, Port 1 and Port 2 (known as P1, P2, and P3). If they 
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are configured as peripheral I/O, they will be connected to the ADC, timers, or USART 

peripherals. The mapping between peripheral units and pin ports can be found from 

the reference [15].  

USART: There are two USARTs, USART1 and USART 2, that each can configured as 

a SPI master/slave or a UART. It can work on duplex mode by buffering on both RX 

and TX.  

Radio: 

The RF Core controls the analog radio modules and provides radio transceiver which 

is compliant with IEEE 802.15.4. In addition, it provides an interface between the 

MCU and the radio which passes through system commands, read status, and 

automates and sequence radio events. The radio also provides a module to support 

packet-filtering and address-recognition functionalities. 
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Chapter 3 Development Methodology 

This chapter introduces the development methodology for realizing the Multi-Tag 

Access System, whose design work can be divided into three parts: hardware 

environment for testing the functionality of software design; software development 

environment which provides a debugging platform and interaction interfaces with each 

designed CC2530 devices; the using of ZigBee software tool –Z-Stack which fully 

compliant with ZigBee Protocol.     

3.1 Hardware Environment 

This thesis work, a set of CC2530 ZigBee development tools has been applied for 

developing ZigBee application. It is a dynamic tool set which is applicable for all 

purposes: from simple light switches to multi-peripherals aggregation managers. 

The development tools are listed as follows which are also displayed in: 

 Four CC2530 Board  

 Four 2.4-GHz Antennas 

 Four CC2530BB (Battery Boards) 

 Two UART/USB converters 

 TI CC debugger  
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Figure 14 Development tools 

The CC2530 Board is manufactured from TI reference design which contains the RF 

IC (Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit) and necessary external components and 

matching filters for getting the most out of the radio. The module can be plugged into 

the CC2530BB. EM can be used as reference design for RF layout. The schematics 

are included in the appendix of this thesis. 

The CC2530BB is the main board for development with a wide range of user 

interfaces while CC2530 Board is connected. It is also made from TI reference design. 

It is powered with 4 AA batteries u he sockets underneath the board. The board 

peripherals include LEDs, Push buttons, Joystick, UART, and SoC debug connector 

[17].  

TI CC dubuger is used for flash programming and debugging software running on 

CC2530, and works with PC tool IAR Embedded Workbench for 8051 [18]. 

3.2 Software Development Environment 

IAR Embedded Workbench (EW) has been applied for the software development 

environment of ZigBee application design that EW provide users an uninterrupted 

workflow and one single toolbox in which all components integrate seamlessly. 

Currently, EW develops C and C++ compilers, debuggers, and other tools for 35 

different 8-, 16-, and 32-bit processor families. The EW C/C++ compiler generates the 

fastest performing, most compact code in the industry that its high-performance 

CC2530 Board 

CC Debugger 

UART/USB converter 

CC2530BB 

Antenna 
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supports more devices in more processor architectures than any other tool [19]. 

The specific version IAR Embedded Workbench for 8051 (IAR 8051) is applied for 

CC2530 SoC development. The features of this easy-to-use IDE which incorporates 

powerful build tools and a comprehensive debugger into one platform can be 

concluded as follows: 

Easy-to-use IDE 

 Integrated development environment with project management tools and 

editor 

 Configuration files for devices from different manufacturers 

 Run-time libraries with complete source code 

 Linker and librarian tools 

 User and reference guides in PDF format 

 Context-sensitive online help 

Powerful build tools 

 Highly optimizing C and C++ compiler for 8051 

 Relocating 8051 assembler 

 Support for DATA, IDATA, XDATA, PDATA and BDATA 

 Support for multiple DPTR in compiler and libraries 

 Bitwise addressing for SFRs 

 Possibility to use up to 32 virtual registers 

Comprehensive debugger 

 C-SPY Debugger with 8051 simulator 

 Support for RTOS-aware debugging on hardware 

 JTAG drivers 

 ROM-monitor 

 Source code and project for creating developer’s own ROM-monitor driver 
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Figure 15 IAR 8051 develop environment 

Figure 15 shows the development environment of EW. This thesis will not focus on 

illustrating the developing tool, and for more information please refer to the user guide 

provided by IAR. 

3.3 Software Tool Z-Stack  

The designed ZigBee network is built on Z-Stack, a software tool fully compliant with 

ZigBee protocol, which is constructed from different layers. Each layer provides a set 

of service to the upper layer that it contains one data entity to support data 

transmission service and one management entity to support all other services. Each 

service entity communicates with upper layer through SAP, which has been explained 

in chapter 2.2.6 and follows the same rule as PSY layer and MAC layer. 

After installed the Z-Stack into IAR 8051 IDE, the Workspace will display and follow 

the entire stack structure as showed in Figure 15.  

APP: Provides application layer components and the main contains of projects  

HAL: Provides drivers to kinds of modules, includes Timer, general I/O, UART, and 

etc. 

MAC: Provides MAC APIs with MAC configuration parameters file and MAC LIB 

MT: Provide debug purpose through which to interact with each layer 

NWK: provides management and data services to higher layer application 

components 

OSAL: Provides operating system to protocol stack 

Profile: Provides Application Framework (AF) interfaces, which supports an endpoint 

(including the ZDO) interface to the underlying stack. 
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Security: Provide security APIs, such as encrypt functions 

Services: Provides functions to process address which includes selecting address 

mode  

Tools: Provides configuration functionalities for whole workspace and Z-Stack 

ZDO: provides functionality for managing a ZigBee device includes creating, 

discovering, and joining a ZigBee network; binding application endpoints; and 

managing security. 

ZMac: provides an interface between the 802.15.4 MAC and the ZigBee NWK layers 

ZMain: The main function which provides the entrance for the whole program 

Output: Output file which automatically generated by IAR 

As it shows in Figure 16, the whole workflow of Z-Stack can be described as three 

steps: start, system initiation, and processing OS. 

 

 

 

 

 

The entire program starts from the main() function in Zmain.c file, where locates the 

entrance point of protocol stack. The major work of main() function is shown and 

explained as following:  

int main( void ) 

{ 

  osal_int_disable( INTS_ALL );  // Turn off interrupts 

  HAL_BOARD_INIT();   // Initialization for board related stuff such as LEDs 

  zmain_vdd_check();   // Make sure supply voltage is high enough to run 

  InitBoard( OB_COLD );   // Initialize board I/O 

Figure 16 Z-Stack workflow 
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  HalDriverInit();     // Initialze HAL drivers 

  osal_nv_init( NULL );   // Initialize NV System 

  ZMacInit();      // Initialize the MAC 

  zmain_ext_addr();    // Determine the extended address 

  zgInit();       // Initialize basic NV items 

  osal_init_system();    // Initialize the operating system 

  osal_int_enable( INTS_ALL );  // Allow interrupts 

  InitBoard( OB_READY );    // Final board initialization 

  zmain_dev_info();     // Display information about this device 

  osal_start_system();    // Start processing OS 

} 

The main() function calls plenty of functions from other files, including loading 

hardware and initiating protocol stack. However, the foremost line is 

osal_start_system(), from which point starts running and processing the whole ZigBee 

stack.
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Chapter 4 Application Design 

4.1 Software Design Overview 

The software design of Multi-Tag Access System includes three parts: GUI control 

platform, Coordinator design, and End device (Tag) design. 

 GUI control platform: Handle data message between Coordinator and End 

devices, process identification authentication, display the result, and track all 

end devices’ status in the network. 

 Coordinator: Establish and control a network. 

 End device: Discover and join the network. 

In the Figure 17 System design plotFigure 17 below shows the overall design of the 

Multi- Tag access system. 

 

 

 

In the system design plot shows the communication mechanisms between CC2530 

SoCs and PC GUI control platform: Zigbee 2.4-GHz wireless communication between 

CC2530 SoCs, and UART serial communication between PC and CC2530 SoCs. 

Each end devices are marked with different MAC address, and apart from the device 

addressing, application layer addressing indicates a particular application recipient, 

known as a ZigBee endpoint, along with a message type field called a Cluster ID [20]. 

From both device addressing and application layer addressing, coordinator identifies 

different end devices and its combined application while running the WSN.  

In the registration phase, each end device receives the user information from GUI 

input through UART serial communication. Later, the end device transmits the data 

message from RF module to coordinator through ZigBee 2.4-GHz communication, 

and the coordinator passes the received message to PC through serial 

communication. PC will initiate the authentication process after receiving the data 

Figure 17 System design plot 
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message. By comparing with the information stores in Access data base, the control 

platform is able to display the authentication result on GUI, and to send the result 

back to the end device. When the end device receives the signal, its connected GUI 

will display whether login is successful or not. After the registration phase, end 

devices can be disconnected with the GUI platform and be carried by users as 

coordinator tracks devices’ presence by referring its Cluster ID. It has been configured 

inside each end device during initiation process. 

Coordinator tracks the presence of each end devices in the ZigBee network no matter 

they have passed the authentication or not, and display the real time status in a table 

contained in the GUI control platform.  

Star topology is applied in the system as consideration of its center controlled feature. 

Due to the limitation of experiment equipments, the role of router is not configured in 

this project. It will not affect the final performance much as it only expand the scale of 

network. 

4.2 OSAL Multi-task Operating System 

Each CC2530 SoC in the Multi-Tag Access System has its own Operating System 

(OS) because Z-Stack is built up with the idea of OS whose components can be found 

in OS Abstraction Layer (OSAL) API. Once the stack has been initialized and 

processing osal_start_system() function, the program enters the OSAL OS to handle 

multi tasks. 

The working routing about OSAL of how to handle different tasks and link them to task 

event process functions can be explained as Figure 18. Z-Stack maintains a table to 

save all tasks and the entrance address of each correspondent process function. The 

whole process uses tasksEvens point to visit each item in the Event List. If there is 

any event been triggered, it goes to process the task event process function. After 

processing the event, it keeps on the visiting the next task to see if it is been triggered, 

and so looping infinitely. 

 

 

 

OSAL maintains an array named tasksEvents[] to refer to all task’s events, in where 

each unit points to its task’s handling event. In the osal_start_system() function, 

program traverses tasksEvents[] through do-while loop and stops at the first task 

which contains event (the task with the highest priority because a task with smaller ID 

OSAL 

Task 1 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 1 event 

processor 

Task 2 event 

processor 

Task 3 event 

processor 

Figure 18 OSAL working routing 
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matches a higher priority). After this, OSAL uses event= taskEvents[idx] sentence to 

get the current task’s event, and calls (tasksArr[idx])(idx.events) function to process all 

events happens in this task. The tasksArr[] stores the addresses for all tasks’ events 

process functions, which means  each item in tasksArr is a function pointer to the 

correspondent event handle function.whose role can be explained as the following 

code from the thesis’ program: 

const pTaskEventHandlerFn tasksArr[] = { 

  macEventLoop,    // MAC layer task processor function   

  nwk_event_loop,    //NWK layer task processor function 

  Hal_ProcessEvent,    //Hal layer task processor function 

  APS_event_loop,    //Application layer task processor function 

  ZDApp_event_loop,   //ZD application layer task processor function 

  GenericApp_ProcessEvent  //User application task processor function 

}; 

As shown in the code above, OS need to process 6 tasks whose purpose can be 

explained from the comments behind each sentence. The MAC layer owns the 

highest priority while the User application layer owns the lowest. Z-stack has already 

defined the first five layers task event processor function and it does not require 

modification. The WSN Access system in this thesis is developed by adding userlized 

tasks and task event processor functions in GenericApp_ProcessEvent. 

4.3 Coordinator Design 

After the coordinator being powered up, it applies ZigBee protocol to establish a 

network to wait for end devices (ED) to join. If the end devices join in the network 

successfully, they build up associations with the coordinator, and the coordinator start 

to poll data messages (MSG) from end devices. When coordinator receives data 

messages (user information) from end devices, it will send them to PC to process the 

message. After the authentication process, the coordinator tracks the presence of all 

end devices by broadcasting periodic ACK message, and waiting for ACK response 

message from end devices in the network. In Figure 19 shows the coordinator’s 

application program flow chat.  
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Coordinator processes channel scan firstly to establish a new network. As defined in 

the thesis’s program, in the f8wConfig.cfg configuration file (used for define ZigBee 

devices), Channel 11 to Channel 14 has been set as the default channels to avoid 

scanning all 16 channels. After selecting out a suitable channel, coordinator will define 

a PAN ID for the new network. In the f8wConfig.cfg configuration file, 

ZDAPP_CONFIG_PAN_ID has been defined as 0xFFFF, which means the 

coordinator will select a PAN ID (0～0x3FFF) based on its IEEE MAC address. The 

network is established after the PAN ID is defined, hence when another coordinator 

scans the channel, this coordinator will reply and claim its existence. Besides, the 

coordinator uses 16-bit default address 0x0000 as its network address. 

In this thesis, Star topology has been applied for the scenario that the coordinator 

controls the network, and other end devices can join and communicate with the 

coordinator. In the file nwk_global.h users are able to define the operating mode of the 

network.    

When coordinator receives a data message from end device, it triggers the event 

AF_INCOMING_MSG_CMD, from which it calls the function 

GenericApp_MessageMSGCB() to send the received data to PC. To send out data 

Start 
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Figure 19 Flow chat of Coordinator 
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from coordinator to PC through UART serial, HalUARTWrite() function defined by 

Z-Stack shall be called directly to transmit the data. In this program design, both of the 

coordinator and PC follows UART RS-232 serial communication standard.  

When coordinator receives a data message from PC, the serial port parameters 

uartConfig.xx are configured inside GenericApp_Init() function and the call back 

function rxCB() has been defined to receive data packet which follows RS-232 

standard. Finally, in rxCB() function, coordinator calls AF_DataRequest() function to 

send out received authentication result from PC to end device through ZigBee 

communication.  

Coordinator periodically receives commend from PC and then sends out broadcast 

ACK messages to all end devices in the ZigBee network. Broadcast mode can be 

configured by defining SendDataAddr.addrMode = (afAddrMode_t)AddrBroadcast 

while calling data sending function DataRequest(). Later on, to distinguish different 

end devices in a more efficient way, coordinator tracks the presence of each end 

device by using ClusterID (1,2,3,…,n). When coordinator calling AF_incoming() 

function to receive ACK response messages, it distinguishes each message from 

which end device by referring the ClusterID contains in the message. The received 

ACK response messages will be forwarded to PC by following FIFO sequence.   

4.4 End Device Design 

After coordinator (CO) establishing the ZigBee network, it wait for end devices to join 

the network. After joining the network, end devices answer ACK messages from 

coordinator to indicate their presence in the ZigBee network. The functionality of end 

device is quite similar to coordinator. In Figure 20 shows the end device’s application 

program flow chat. 
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For an end device to join a network, it initiates channel scanning process to discover 

operating networks which are identified with their PAN IDs in the area. When an end 

device finds a network with the correct stack profile that is open to joining, it will 

request to join the network. If multiple networks are discovered, end device decides 

which one to connect to base on the signal quality. To join a network, it will be 

assigned with an identical shot network address, and system will generate a 

ZDO_STATE_CHANG event to change its network state will. 

Same as the coordinator, end device receives data from PC UART serial port through 

call back function rxCB(). After the end device joining the network, it sends out data 

message to coordinator by calling GenericApp_SendTheMessage() function. In the 

meantime, when end device receives authentication result from coordinator, it will call 

HalUARTWrite() function to send the message to PC through UART serial 

communication. 

Each end device is assigned with a unique ClusterID in the ZigBee network, which is 

defined in GENERICAPP_CLUSTERID and refered in the function AF_DataRequest(). 

When answering coordinator’s broadcasting ACK message, the end device will 

include its ClusterID into the ACK response message and send it back. Each end 

device will maintain a same ClusterID in case it disconnect to the network and need to 

Figure 20 Program flow chat for end device 
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come back again. 

Therefore, the functionalities of coordinator and end devices are quite similar to each 

other except the network establishment and join part. The overall message passing 

flow can be concluded as follows. 

The Coordinator and end devices use UART serial to communicate with PC. End 

devices receive data message from PC by following RS-232 serial communication 

standard, and use call back function rxCB() to read the message. Hereafter, the end 

device calls GenericApp_SendTheMessage() function to transmit the message 

follows ZigBee data packet format. When coordinator receives the message, it calls 

HalUARTWrite() function to transmit the message to PC for information processing. 

After PC receives and compare the data with the records in data base, GUI will 

display the authentication result. Finally, the coordinator sends the results back to 

each end devices that the GUI connects to each correspondent end device will 

display the result also. After the registration, to update end devices presence status in 

the network, ACK message are passed through the same process as described 

above. 

4.5 GUI Control Platform Design 

In this Multi-Tag Access System, the design work of GUI control platform is from two 

sides: end device connected GUI for user information input and coordinator 

connected GUI control platform for central control and monitoring. The main 

functionalities can be listed as follows: 

End device connected GUI - Login platform:  

 Attendees register themselves into the system by typing their information (user 

name + email address) from keyboard input. 

 Display the authentication result if the attendee is allowed in the access system. 

Coordinator connected GUI – Central control platform: 

 Maintain a local database file for all accepted attendees 

 Display the authentication result at once each attendee registering into the system 

 Maintain a table to display all attendees in the network and indicate whether they 

have passed the authentication or not. 

 Track all attendees’ presence in the network and display the results in the table, to 

show whether the attendees are stay or left. 

The GUI platforms on end device side and coordinator side are displayed as follows: 
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Figure 21 End device connected Login platform 

Figure 22 Coordinator connected Central control platform 

The GUI platforms are developed based on Visual Basic 6.0 IDE (VB), which is 

featured with providing visually arranging components for GUI development. 

Moreover, VB provides serial communication and database access components, 

which makes the data interaction in GUI control platform easier.  
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The main development efforts are on coordinator connected GUI side where all 

information checking and data maintaining are carried out. The program flow chat can 

be plotted as Figure 23. 

 

 

The access system uses Microsoft Access database to maintain a table with all the 

allowed user names and email addresses. The VB program uses ADO Data Control 

(ADODC) component to access local database and compares the received user 

information with its records.  

For the serial communication between PC and coordinator, VB uses MSComm control 

component to read and write UART serial data from coordinator. The MSComm 

control provides two ways for handling communications: Using OnComm event for 

event-driven communications, or polling for events by checking CommEvent property 

for small and self-contained application. Event-driven communications is applied in 

Start 
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MSComm Initialization 
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Figure 23 Flow chat for Central control platform 
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the designed system that when a message arrives, it uses OnComm event to catch 

and to handle the event. It is more efficient comparing to the event polling method 

which consumes more resources to constantly read the buffer [21]. 

After the end devices registration process, the data flow in the network can be 

displayed as in Fig.  

 

 

To track the presence of all end devices, the VC program sends out ACK request 

commend to coordinator in each 1 second to broadcast ACK messages in the ZigBee 

network. The frequency of broadcasting can be easily configured in Timer 2 of the VB 

program, that longer time interval is preferred in a larger amount of end devices 

scenario, to ease message collision problem in coordinator receiver. Coordinator 

collects ACK response messages from active end devices and forwards them to PC 

through UART serial communication by following FIFO sequence. After receiving ACK 

responses messages from the PC side, the VB program also refers to ClusterID to 

distinguish the identities between different end devices. The application sets the 

expiration time to 10s that GUI will display an end device’s network presence status 

(Net_Link) as Off-line if PC cannot receive ACK response message from the end 

device in 10s.  
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Chapter 5 Application Results 

In this chapter, the application results are displayed based on the testaments of 

Multi-Tag Access System. The real scenario tests are set in a cubicle style office with 

space more than 400 meter squares where carried out quite a few trails.  

5.1 Test Environment Set-up  

Equipments: One PC, One Coordinator, three end devices, serial cables 

Software environment: IAR EW for 8051, serial tool XCOM, VB6.0 GUI Platform 

Test scenario: 30m*15m office room with cubicles 

Idle mode power consumption: 0.2 mA 

Active mode TX at 1 dBm: 29 mA 

UART settings: Baud rate: 9600 bit/s; Data bits: 8; Stop bit: 1; Parity bit: disable  

5.2 Packet Loss Rate Test 

To evaluate the performance of large quantity of Tags scenario, the data confliction 

test with the Packet Loss Rate (PLR) calculation has been carried out in this section. 

It is based on the assumption that more data confliction will cause higher PLR. In this 

test, three end devices are configured to send data packets to the coordinator at the 

same time. 

Three end devices are tagged as a, b, and c that each end device will send 1000 data 

packets to the coordinator in each time. The data packet contains its end device Tag 

and packet number, for example, end device a’s data packets follow the format as 

a001, a002,…, a00n. The serial tool XCOM is applied on the coordinator side to 

display and record its received data packets from three end devices. In Figure 24 

shows XCOM’s GUI platform which displays received packets.  
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Figure 24 Display of received data packets 

After extracting the received packets records to Excel sheet, the Packet Loss Rate 

can be calculated by applying the formula as follows: 

Packet Loss Rate = 
                      

                        
  

Table 4 in below shows the calculated PLR result of end device a b c from different 

test parameter settings. Each PLR value is calculated for 1000 sent packets (1000 

total number of sent packets). In the Multi-tag Access System the packet sending 

interval is 1s and in the PLR test, the interval varies from 10ms to 500ms. The 

purpose of increasing packet transmitting frequency is to simulate the scenario for 

large quantity of connected end devices in the ZigBee network. Due to a limitation of 

time resource, the test distance between coordinator and end devices is chosen either 

8 meters or 10 meters. It is line-of-sight transmission in 8 meter scenario, while there 

is a wall in 10 Meter scenario. 

Table 4 Packet Loss Rate under different settings 

Scenario End Device 500ms PLR 100ms PLR 50ms PLR 10ms PLR 

8 Meters 

a 0,24% 0,37% 0,52% 0,72% 

b 0,24% 0,37% 0,54% 0,73% 

c 0,24% 0,37% 0,55% 0,72% 

10 Meters 

a 1,20% 1,80% 2,90% 3,80% 

b 1,10% 1,67% 2,70% 3,90% 

c 1,20% 1,92% 3% 3,90% 

A lower PRL calculation result indicates a better system performance since more 

packets are transmitted successfully during the ZigBee communication. For all three 
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end devices, PRL becomes higher with the increase of packet sending frequency. It 

indicates the fact that more connected end devices in the network will cause more 

data conflicts during transmission which increases PRL. On the other hand, the test 

results show that PRL becomes lower when decreasing the distance between 

coordinator and end device. Moreover, obstacles in between devices also affect the 

performance that adding wall between coordinator and devices is the main reason of 

higher PRL. Based on the test result, PRL of 10 meters case with a wall in between is 

roughly 5 times higher than 8 meters case. The test result consists with frequently 

used ITU indoor propagation model that distance and walls of any form affects the 

path loss inside a room or a closed area [22]. 

Therefore, in real case scenario with large quantity of Tags are connected to the event 

area, when users exit the network area, long distance and obstacles stop packets 

arriving from end devices to coordinator that the status of Tags turns to Off-line.   

5.3 Application result test 

5.3.1 Authentication test: 

Test steps： 

1 Connect coordinator and End device 1 to PC with serial cables, choose the correct 

port on the GUI, and turn on the devices.  

2 Start the GUI programs for both coordinator and end devices.  

3 Proceed the login action on the end device connected GUI login platform by 

inputting correct user information (Ema, Ema@kth.se) with End device 1. 

The end device connected GUI platform with a correct user input item is displayed in 

Figure 25. 

mailto:Ema@kth.se
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Figure 25 Correct user input 

4 Remove End device 1 from the serial port while the power is on and the control 

platform displays its network presence as “On- line”. 

5 Repeat step 3 to step 4 by inputting another valid user information (Anders, 

Anders@kth.se) with End device 2. 

6 Repeat step 3 to step 4 by inputting an invalid user information (Intruder, 

Intruder@kth.se) with End device 2. 

On the coordinator connected GUI control platform, it displays the user information 

with its authentication result. It displays authentication result as “Identify OK” for End 

Device1 & 2 which contains valid user information.  

Invalid user information input means it does not have a matched item in the local 

Database maintained by the PC. Under such case, the authentication result displays 

as “Unknown” for End device 3. 

5.3.2 Distance and obstacle test: 

Under “Net_Link” column shows the user’s presence in the network weather each 

user is detected as “On-line” or “Off-line”. 

Test steps: 

1. Under line-of-sight scenario, move End device 1 to approximately 20 meters 

distance away from the coordinator and the network status is still displayed as 

“On-line” 

2. Move End device 1 to approximately 30 meters distance away from the 

coordinator and the network status becomes unstable that varies between 

“On-line” and “Off line” 

3. Move End device 1 outside of the room that the distance between it and 
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coordinator is approximately 25 meters and there is a wall between them. The 

network status turns to “Off-line”. 

The test result on the coordinator connected GUI control platform for three different 

end devices is displayed in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 GUI control platform test result
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Chapter 6 Conclusions & Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, a focus study of ZigBee protocol together with its foundation IEEE 

802.15.4 standard is provided. Based on the theoretical background knowledge, a 

solution for Multi-Tag Access System operating on 2.4-GHz wireless network is 

presented. Field tests have been carried out to prove the functionality of the designed 

system, and it also reflects to the performance evaluation of ZigBee technique and 

CC2530 SoC. The features of the designed Multi-Tag Access System can be 

concluded as follows: 

 Low power consumption, low cost, portable Tags can be carried by each user 

 Support user information registration form a GUI platform 

 Centralized monitoring platform displays all user identities after they 

registering themselves and  tracing all users’ presence in the area   

After all, the design work of Multi-Tag Access System is a prototype which expects to 

be more connective with other machines, more interactive with human beings, and 

more adaptive to the society system in the near future. It dedicates its value to the 

evolution of M2M“industrial ecology”. 

6.2 Future Work 

Since the project is a prototype that developed under limited resources and time, 

more task are expected to accomplish in the future to make it a more extensive, more 

stable, more value added application.  

Firstly, more field tests are needed to make the test result more conclusive in mutative 

application scenarios. The test results will vary with interference, multipath affection, 

and obstacles. For example, WiFi signal, attendees’ movement, and room setup may 

all affect the quality of ZigBee communication. Therefore, the future work expects 

more field tests with more varieties. 

Secondly, adding router configuration to the network can expand communication 

range for large scaled events. Also, adding routers may be a solution for releasing the 

data confliction problem that it decreases the transmission distance between devices. 

Moreover, the network can be configured to tree topology that routers can relay 

messages and allow more end devices connect to the network.   

Finally, to create more values add to the Multi-Tag Access System, it would be 

worthwhile to learn how to make the end devices carried by users to talk with other 

sensors, machines or equipments and share variety of data with them. For example, 

the end deice can communicate with GPS equipment to collect user’s location 

information, or communicate with wearable sensors to collect user’s health and 
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wellness information. In the future, by connecting to more devices the network will be 

able to grow itself, the devices will be more dynamic, and the central control platform 

will be managed to perform as a powerful brain in WSN.  
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